Abstract: This article presents a procedure to determine any of the 21 geometrical errors of a three axes machine tool (MT) taking into account the machine architecture. This verification technique is based on the utilisation of a 1D ball artefact and a self-centring probe, though it could be easily generalised to be used with a laser tracker. Most of the times, users are not interested in evaluating all the errors of their MTs but a subset. In this way, this procedure allows to any potential user the evaluation of any single error by providing a systematic method to obtain the needed equations and the experimental points to measure, as opposed to volumetric error compensation techniques where the work area is globally evaluated and the focus is shifted from the determination of each MT geometrical error to the reduction of the total error in every point. In that case, relevant information related with the physical values of each error is not preserved.
Introduction
The improvement of machine tools (MTs) accuracy through the use of verification procedures has been a very relevant problem to the field of manufacturing engineering for the last thirty years; this can be seen in the number of different methods nowadays existing.
Though a functional machining test could be enough to verify the capabilities of a MT, this kind of methods provide very limited information about the machine errors in order to introduce some compensation values in its numerical control (NC) unit. Moreover, the results provided by these procedures are influenced by a combination of kinematic, dynamic and thermal effects. Nevertheless, it does exist a real effort in identifying the geometrical errors of a MT by machining some specific workpieces as can be seen in Ibaraki et al. (2010) or in Chung et al. (2012) . On the other hand, most of the research related with the development of verification procedures has been traditionally restricted to the identification of the geometrical (kinematic) errors of MT (under no-load or quasi-static conditions) because they are supposed to be the main contributors to total error, as can be seen in Sartori and Zhang (1995) or Schwenke et al. (2008) , even in international standards as ISO 230. However, it is well known that most of them are very time-consuming, thus, many efforts have been done both for defining more efficient and precise new methods and for increasing the performance of the existing ones. During the last years some of these methods have achieved high reliability, as in Yagüe et al. (2009) , thanks to the generalisation of the advances on coordinate measuring machines (CMMs). Zhang et al. (1988) presented in their work the mathematic model of the kinematic chain for the four basic groups of MTs according to the movement and relative configuration of their axes, being these groups FXYZ, XFYZ, XYFZ and XYZF where the position of letter F indicates the existing relationship between workpiece, the tool and the axes of motion. Axes after F are associated with the movement of the tool while the ones before F are considered to be moving with the workpiece.
These models take into account the geometric errors associated with every axis of the machine summing up a total of twenty one errors for the cases with three linear axes: six on each axis (one positioning error, two straightness errors, and three angular errors) plus the three mutual squareness between axes.
Nowadays, one of the main objectives of MT verification procedures, besides evaluating its present accuracy, is to obtain the necessary information for the error compensation systems implemented in the MT controller. These compensation procedures have historically evolved from the basic error correction tables for each individual axis (ball-screw pitch errors) to the most modern full error mappings (though the CMM manufacturers have been using this technique for the last 15 years). Therefore, existing verification procedures approach this problem from two different points of view: either the independent measurement and calculation of each error contribution, as in the work of Hernandez and Trapet (2002) , or the identification and measurement of the total volumetric error on each point of the machine's working space, obtaining simultaneously the whole set of errors as a result of some least-squares-based procedure, as in Aguado et al. (2012) . Consequently, the procedures for measurement and calculation, and the physical significance of the obtained information are different in each case, even though the final result may be the same (the compensation of the MT errors in every point). This can be particularly relevant depending on the specific error correction strategy used by the MT under study.
This article will focus on the independent identification of the errors by means of a method based on the generalisation of the equations described by Hernandez and Trapet (2002) for a CMM (FXYZ type) applicable to any type of machine. A verification technique based on the utilisation of a 1D ball artefact and a self-centring probe (SCP) is proposed, though it could be easily generalised to be used with a laser tracker. The objective is to provide to a MT user a tool to calculate any geometrical error in his machine. Therefore, the user chooses which errors wishes to calculate (for a verification or compensation purpose), and the method provides him with the specific equations (for any MT configuration) and how the experimental points need to be measured to evaluate those errors. In this way, the procedure emphasises the strong relationship between the equations and the experimental procedure for every error. Lastly, the obtained results will be validated with other conventional measurement techniques.
Basic models
The movement and configuration of the axes of a MT defines how to classify the machine into a category such as the ones defined by Zhang et al. (1988) : FXYZ, XFYZ, XYFZ and XYZF. Each of these types of machines has a basic mathematic model for their kinematic chains. This model can be obtained by taking into consideration that the common contact point between tool and workpiece can be reached through two different kinematic chains; the one associated with the tool (axes after F) and the second with the workpiece (axes before F). If a coordinate reference system (C.R.S.) is defined for every element of the kinematic chain (see XFYZ example in Figure 1) , the following models can be obtained:
The vectors and matrices that form these models represent the machine movements and the different changes of C.R.S. needed to relate tool and workpiece. As a result of the development of the model, the X, Y and Z components for the actual displacement of the tool relative to the workpiece are defined, which are finally expressed in terms of a coordinate system associated to it. The three components of the W vector are given in a set of linear equations (after neglecting every error term of order two or greater) different for each type of machine, meaning that according to its configuration, the position of the tool tip is affected by the different geometric errors. An example of the equations for the third model (XYFZ) is shown:
The different error contributions are named using the nomenclature recommended in VDI/VDE Guideline 2617-3 (1989) . Their physical meaning is described in detail in the following sections.
General procedure for error calculation
By understanding the real MT displacement as the combination of the nominal coordinates of a working point and some errors, a general formula can be set. See equation (1).
Vector NOM C represents the nominal coordinates while vector E represents the errors affecting the machine performance. These vectors are differently combined according to the type of machine.
The equations for X FINAL , Y FINAL , Z FINAL contain the information about the errors that influence the real displacement in every axis, as well as the effect the use of an extension of the tool tip has over this influence. From this, the value of each axis error can be expressed in matrix form: vector E can be described as shown in equation (2).
Note: where P represents the translational errors (positioning and straightness errors), NOM C represents the nominal positions coordinates, A is the matrix containing the rotational errors due to the motion axes of the MT in a nominal position, vector X P represents the tool (probe) tip offset relative to the last displacement axis and finally matrix P A assesses the effect of the rotational errors on the offset introduced by the tool tip extension.
As has been said in the previous section, the set of vectors and matrices of E is built and simplified after the elimination of every term of order two or greater, as a result of the development of the basic mathematical model. They clearly have the necessary information to define each error calculation formula but more importantly in this case, they also reveal how the measurements have to be done on a certain machine configuration (according to the position of every error term inside the matrices and vectors). Following there is an example with a XYFZ machine type as subject (errors are named using the nomenclature recommended in VDI/VDE 2617):
It should be noted that in spite of appearing explicitly the squareness errors (XWY, XWZ, ZWY) in matrix A of equation (3), they have indeed been included in their corresponding straightness errors (see Section 4.4). The method presented in this article is not conditioned by the type of machine, though the specific equations generated for calculating the errors value will be different for each configuration. The basic procedure for the construction of the equation is as follows, noting that there are certain changes in the procedure to be performed according to the kind of error evaluated:
• locate the error to calculate on either A and P A matrices (in the same row that the axis affected by the error), or in the vector P of equation (2) • get the implicit information from the position of the error in the matrix or vector and interpret it • replace this information on the final displacement basic formula: equation (1).
• clear the error term to obtain the desired formula.
Error calculation procedure

Angular errors: pitch and yaw
First of all, the formulae for pitch and yaw errors are defined because they are the easiest to evaluate (they can be isolated from the effect of other errors). Matrix A has to be observed in order to locate the error; the error being on this matrix will mean that the use of an offset (tool extension) is not necessary, otherwise it is. The position of the error in the matrix indicates how the measurements should be done. For example, when defining the XRZ error formula for a XFYZ type of machine, the error is on the {X, b} position of matrix A (though the error may be in more than one position, it is preferred to choose that in the same row that the axis affected by the error itself) thus the formula ought to be defined using two measurement series oriented parallel to X axis separated by an offset distance in Y direction. On the other hand, if a XYFZ type of machine is being analysed, the same error formula can be defined in a similar way with the exception of the use of an offset in Y direction on the tool/probe (Y P ). This is because the error cannot be found in the X row of matrix A but in the matrix P A (associated to the tool) on the {X, b} position [see equation (3)]. In both cases the translational and positioning errors remain constant during the measurement, thus vector P is not involved in the substitution process of the data in the formula.
Replacing this information in the formula for W results in the following equations for each measurement series:
Note: where (X) represents the affected coordinate of each i measured point of series X1 and X2, and (Y P ) the length of the used tool-tip offset (which might be different for each measured series); X1 FINAL i and X2 FINAL i represent each measured point of the captured series; and X1 NOM i and X2 NOM i are the nominal coordinates values (without error) of each point.
It is important to note that according to equation (3) there are more error terms influencing X FINAL , nevertheless they have been avoided for the clarity of the expressions because they will cancel mutually when combining equations X1 FINAL and X2 FINAL (those error terms are multiplied by the same coordinate values).
Turning these last two formulae into equals and clearing the error, the X axis pitch error expression shown in equation (4) can be obtained. Performing the same procedure, the X axis yaw error formula shown in equation (5) can also be obtained.
Formulae for the pitch and yaw errors of the remaining axes could be defined following the same procedure.
Positioning errors
Positioning errors equations are defined taking into consideration the results obtained from previous Section 4.1. It is necessary to consider that the XTX, YTY or ZTZ errors formulae will be defined using the measurement series parallel to their respective axis, thus the importance of knowing how they were measured. Positioning errors are contained in vector P and the location of the error in it will indicate from which row of the matrix the information to define the formula will be take. Squareness and straightness errors do not affect the measurements but the pitch and yaw error do, hence they ought to be corrected. These errors are looked for on matrices A or P A as needed. The position of the error in the matrix will indicate the affected coordinate. When defining the formula for XTX positioning error, the errors to be corrected have to be looked for in both matrices, on their X row, because the involved series have been measured with a tip offset and XTX is on the X row of vector P.
The obtained information is replaced in W, and clearing the error results in:
Note: where (X) and (Z) represent the affected coordinate of each measure point i of the series and (Y P ) is the tip offset length, while X FINAL i are the real measured points and X NOM i are the corresponding nominal point coordinates. At this point is necessary to decide the data to be used. According to equations (4) and (5) it could be possible to obtain XTX from series X1, X2 or X3 (because they have been already measured), nevertheless the simplest expression is obtained from X3 due to the fact that it has been measured without any probe offset [see equation (6)
On the other hand, it would be possible to evaluate the error by averaging the results provided by equation (6) for every X series.
Roll errors
These errors are evaluated from the deviations of straightness between the measurement series parallel to the axes, divided by the distance between them. In order to determine the real value of the roll errors with the measured series, is necessary to cancel certain errors already calculated that are affecting the orientation of the measures. The way the involved measurement series were obtained indicates in which matrix (A or P A ) the errors to be corrected should be found. The errors that accompany the roll error along a matrix row will be the ones to be corrected, and their matrix column will indicate in which axis they have to be compensated.
The data to be used to calculate these errors are affected by many other error terms: XRZ, YRZ and YRX. Therefore, it has been defined a new variable named X CORR combining all these effects for clarity. The corrected coordinates for the XRX error are:
Once these coordinates have been corrected, the formula for calculating the XRX error can be defined. It will be the quotient of the differences of the corrected coordinates and the distances between the measured series (it should be noticed that the use of X1 and X2 would have implied the introduction of more error terms from P A matrix because of the used offset). The result can be seen in equation (7).
Straightness errors
The straightness errors are located in the vector P and they are calculated from the measured series after correcting the effect of the angular errors (roll, pitch and yaw). The position of the evaluated error in the vector P will indicate in which row of the matrix
A the errors to correct should be looked for. If the data series involved were measured using a tip offset, error terms from P A matrix have to be included too. The coordinate to consider shall correspond with the column they are positioned in. The obtained information ought to be replaced in the basic formula of W, evaluating previously the additional errors coming from matrices A and P A . Analysing these matrices to define the equation for the straightness error of X axis in Z direction, and performing the corresponding operations, the following is obtained:
This formula could be extended to all the measurement series involved in the error calculation, but X3 and X4 provide the easiest form (because they do not use any probe offset), resulting on equation (8)
The formula for the straightness error in Y direction can be defined in a similar way.
This can be seen in equation (9), where the involved measurement series is X4.
Lastly, it should be pointed out that scientific literature offers several methods for calculating the squareness errors, like the ones described in Zhang et al. (1988) , Kruth et al. (2003) and Chen et al. (2001) . However, the method described in this work considers them to be included into the straightness errors.
Experimental procedure
Once the formulae for calculating the geometric errors have been defined, they must be verified. A test based on the 1D ball artefact method, as in Hernandez and Trapet (2002) , is performed using a SCP as probing system. The obtained measures are introduced in the equations and the results are validated. A review about different verification methods can be seen in Ibaraki and Knapp (2012) , which makes clear that nowadays a large number of methods are available. However, the proposed method validation has being made by comparing its results with the ones obtained from tests performed according to more conventional measurement techniques described further in this section.
One dimensional ball artefact and SCP test
This part of the experimental procedure is the key for the validation of the equations obtained from the method presented in this article. The measuring procedure starts with the ball artefact being placed in a predetermined number of orientations (chosen according to the method) where the position of each sphere of the test artefact is measured by the probing system, a SCP in this case. The deviations of the measured position value from the targeted (nominal) position of the machine will be used for the calculation of the MT errors by performing the previously defined equations. The probing system must be placed on the right position according to the orientation of the test artefact and the error to evaluate (as has been explained previously). Figure 2 shows the different ways to orientate the probing system according to the travel axis of the measurement. The test artefact is placed on the machine in eight orientations where ten measuring series are obtained, see Figure 3 . These series were chosen according to the clear relationship between measuring trajectories and errors that can be calculated that has been established in this paper. 
Traditional techniques test
This test represents the base of comparison for the validation of the error evaluation method presented in this article. It involves several measurement devices such as a laser interferometer (L.I.), a set of two linear displacement sensor (L.D.S.) and an electronic level (E.L.), see Figure 4 , that are used for measuring the same machine position points as in the previous test with the SCP. Additional gadgets are used for helping this task, among them is a straight edge rule and a precision granite square, see Figure 5 .
Whenever possible, the measuring systems are placed all together in order to simultaneously measure the same points; thereby a reasonable comparison of techniques can be done (although in some cases only one instrument could be used). The general setup is as follows: the fixed mirror of a L.I. is attached to a straight edge rule (along the axis to evaluate) placed on the machine table with 
Results
The geometric errors of a XYFZ Kondia milling machine were calculated by means of the equations which definition process is presented on this article, after carrying out the measuring process described in 5.1. The results have being validated with the ones obtained from a test performed with traditional techniques described in 5.2. Although several instruments have been compared, it should be taken into account their different capabilities in terms of accuracy, resolution and experimental set up, therefore, as a general rule, the L.I. will be considered the reference instrument.
The graphical comparisons of some of the calculated errors are shown in Figures 7 to  12 .
First of all, Figures 7 and 8 show the graphical comparisons of the pitch error in the X and Y axes. In both cases the yellow curve shows the error calculated with the method proposed (SCP), while the blue and red curves represent the error calculated with traditional techniques (L.I. and L.D.S., respectively). The results show that the L.I. and the SCP are in very good agreement, which supports the proposed method. The L.D.S. differences, lower than 3 arcseconds, are considered reasonable according to the accuracy of the instrument and their specific set up (hanging from the spindle). The comparison of the results obtained for the yaw error can be seen in Figures 9 and 10 . In this case it was possible to use the four measuring systems, where the yellow curve represents the error calculated with the method proposed (SCP) and the blue, green and red curves represent the error calculated with the L.I., E.L. and L.D.S., respectively. In both cases all curves show a similar trend and behaviour, though the LDS show the same problems as in the pitch graphs: oscillations of several arcseconds. Finally, the results of the positioning errors are showed in Figures 11 and 12 . In this case it was only possible to compare the L.I. (blue curve) with the SCP (yellow curve). As in the previous graphs, the agreement between both methods is very good, with differences lower than two micrometres, in total agreement with the expected accuracy of the SCP (Yagüe et al., 2009) . 
Conclusions
It has been presented in this work a general procedure to define the equations needed to evaluate the geometrical errors of any MT with three linear axes by using a coordinate measuring instrument like a SCP or a laser tracker. In this way, it is possible for the user to select any individual error and define its specific measuring and calculation procedures. It has to be taken into account that only the newest MTs have the capability of compensate the 21 errors as a whole by using volumetric compensation techniques. After having carefully explained the proposed method, it has been carried out an experimental validation with a SCP. The obtained error estimations were compared with the ones provided by other conventional verification procedures such as a L.I., an E.L. or a linear displacement sensor. The results provided for both techniques were in good agreement, especially when considering the laser interferometer and the SCP, with differences lower than 2 micrometres or 1 arcsecond. Summing up, the described procedure can be considered as a valid alternative to more traditional techniques for the fast evaluation of any individual error.
